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OPERATION: GARGOYLE RESCUE

erched up there, it looked like something out of one
of Poe’s fever dreams. Its warped features and

gaunt stature were such a contrast to the generally pleasant
day, its dark wings punching holes in the shining yellow sky,
but even though it sat in full sun, the gargoyle appeared to
be its own shadow. It shriveled away from the light. The
gargoyle begged for darkness, for release from the hellish
brightness of day.

I wanted it. I wanted to remove it from its lonely perch on
the church roof, in the sun. I wanted to take it back to my
cavernous basement with me, where the dim light wouldn’t
hurt his sunken eyes.

I was shielding my own eyes with my hand, gazing up at
him, when a frazzled mother struck me with her stroller.
Though I felt as blood started to trickle down my ankle, I
couldn’t pull my eyes away, mesmerized as I was. The
shadows must have changed. He looked like he was winking.
All I wanted to do was set him free.



First, I must figure out how to get on top of the building. The
roof looks treacherously steep, fifty feet high. I’ll need good
shoes, good tread.

Second, I must figure out how to remove the gargoyle from
his pedestal somehow. Perhaps I could carefully chisel his
feet out of the imprisoning stone.

Third, I must get him down from the roof, without breaking
either of us.

Fourth, I must get him twelve blocks away and into my cool,
dark basement.

I begin circling the church late at night, memorizing where
the pools of shadows are deepest and where the moonlight
floods the roof. I notice di�erent nooks that could become
footholds, buttresses that could be monkey bars. Then, I
start climbing.

The first night, I am not strong enough to make it to his
perch. Though I can see a sure path, my own arms are not
able to lift my body to the next hold. The second night is the
same, and the third. The fourth night, just as I begin to
contemplate finding an alternate route, I feel my arms
shudder and my body rises above the buttress I’ve been
unable to pass thus far. Everything from here is within reach.
I’m so close.

There is so much moonlight I am sure someone will notice
me, but no one is ambling about the street below, late as it is.
I make as little noise as possible and scurry carefully across
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